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SECTION 1

SCOPE

1.1 Identification

This specification establishes the development, test and qualification requirements of a computer program identified as the Forms Driven Form Editor (FDFE) and the design of the FDFE. The FDFE is one configuration item of the Integrated Information Support System (IISS) User Interface.

1.2 Functional Summary

The Forms Driven Form Editor is a software tool for creating and initializing form definitions. The FDFE displays a series of screens which request information from the user and visually show the form under construction. Once a form has been completed, the FDFE stores the form definition constructs needed to recreate the form. The stored form can be selected and modified.

The FDFE functions can be viewed on three different levels:

A. Conceptual

The user views the FDFE as a tool which can perform the following functions on form language source:

1) insert, select, modify, and drop form language source
2) insert, select, modify, and drop forms within a forms language source
3) select form language source and combine sections of one or more form language sources into one form language source
4) list all the form language sources
5) rename and copy form language source
6) list all forms created in a form language source

The FDFE may be used by the editor to perform the following operations on the compiled form definitions:

1) drop the compiled form definition
2) list all the compiled form definitions
3) view the compiled form definition
The fields of a form may be operated on in the following ways:

1) insert, drop, modify, select and list fields
2) copy fields from one form to another form
3) for these operations, all the different edit modes may be used

B. External

The runtime UI or UIMS views the FDFE, which is part of the UIDS, as an application program which uses the form processor. Data to be selected or stored comes from or is passed to the Common Data Model (CDM) in the integrated implementation; otherwise, a file system is used. The FDFE also interacts with the Forms Language Compiler (FLAN) to translate between the forms language source and the compiled form definition.

C. Internal

The FDFE is a C program which makes extensive use of form language sources and compiled forms, performs interactive user input/output via the Form Processor (FP), and uses the FP to manage the compiled forms. The internal form data structure is the same as that used by the Form Processor.

Since editors require extensive testing and revision before achieving true functionality, changes to the presented design may occur through use of the FDFE to design and develop forms for application.
SECTION 2

DOCUMENTS

2.1 Reference Documents

A small amount of research has focused on editor design; almost none has examined forms driven form editors. Some tangential references are listed below:


2.2 Terms and Abbreviations

American Standard Code for Information Interchange: (ASCII), the character set defined by ANSI X3.4 and used by most computer vendors.

Application Interface: (AI), subset of the UISS User Interface that consists of the callable routines that are linked with applications that use the Form Processor or Virtual Terminal. The AI enables applications to be hosted on computers other than the host of the User Interface.

Application Process: (AP), a cohesive unit of software that can be initiated as a unit to perform some function or functions.

Attribute: field characteristic such as blinking, highlighted, black, etc. and various other combinations. Background attributes are defined for forms or windows only. Foreground attributes are defined for items. Attributes may be permanent, i.e., they remain the same unless changed by the application program, or they may be temporary, i.e., they remain in effect until the window is redisplayed.

Device Drivers: (DD), software modules written to handle I/O for a specific kind of terminal. The modules map terminal specific commands and data to a neutral format. Device Drivers are part of the UI Virtual Terminal.

Display List: is similar to the open list, except that it contains only those forms that have been added to the screen and are currently displayed on the screen.

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code: (EBCDIC), the character set used by a few computer vendors (notably IBM) instead of ASCII.

Field: two-dimensional space on a terminal screen.

Form: structured view which may be imposed on windows or other forms. A form is composed of fields. These fields may be defined as forms, items, and windows.

Form Definition: (FD), forms definition language after compilation. It is read at runtime by the Form Processor.
Forms Definition Language: (FDL), the language in which electronic forms are defined.

Forms Driven Form Editor: (FDFE), subset of the FE which consists of a forms driven application used to create Form Definition files interactively.

Form Editor: (FE), subset of the IISS User Interface that is used to create definitions of forms. The FE consists of the Forms Driven Form Editor and the Forms Language Compiler.

Form Hierarchy: a graphic representation of the way in which forms, items and windows are related to their parent form.

Forms Language Compiler: (FLAN), subset of the FE that consists of a batch process that accepts a series of forms definition language statements and produces form definition files as output.

Form Processor: (FP), subset of the IISS User Interface that consists of a set of callable execution time routines available to an application program for form processing.

Form Processor Text Editor: (FPTE), subset of the Form Processor that consists of software modules that provide text editing capabilities to all users of applications that use the Form Processor.

IISS Function Screen: the first screen that is displayed after logon. It allows the user to specify the function he wants to access and the device type and device name on which he is working.

Integrated Information Support System: (IISS), a test computing environment used to investigate, demonstrate and test the concepts of information management and information integration in the context of Aerospace Manufacturing. The IISS addresses the problems of integration of data resident on heterogeneous data bases supported by heterogeneous computers interconnected via a Local Area Network.

Item: non-decomposable area of a form in which hard-coded descriptive text may be placed and the only defined areas where user data may be input/output.
Message: descriptive text which may be returned in the standard message line on the terminal screen. They are used to warn of errors or provide other user information.

Message Line: a line on the terminal screen that is used to display messages.

Network Transaction Manager: (NTM), IISS subsystem that performs the coordination, communication and housekeeping functions required to integrate the Application Processes and System Services resident on the various hosts into a cohesive system.

Open List: a list of all the forms that have been and are currently open for an application process.

Operating System: (OS), software supplied with a computer which allows it to supervise its own operations and manage access to hardware facilities such as memory and peripherals.

Page: instance of forms in windows that are created whenever a form is added to a window.

Paging and Scrolling: a method which allows a form to contain more data than can be displayed with provisions for viewing any portion of the data buffer.

Physical Device: a hardware terminal.

Qualified Name: the name of a form, item or window preceded by the hierarchy path so that it is uniquely identified.

Subform: a form that is used within another form.

User Data: data which is either input by the user or output by the application programs to items.

User Interface: (UI), IISS subsystem that controls the user’s terminal and interfaces with the rest of the system. The UI consists of two major subsystems: the User Interface Development System (UIDS) and the User Interface Management System (UIMS).

User Interface Development System: (UIDS), collection of IISS User Interface subsystems that are used by applications.

User Interface Management System: (UIMS).
programmers as they develop IISS applications. The UIDS includes the Form Editor and the Application Generator.

**User Interface Management System:** (UIMS), the runtime UI. It consists of the Form Processor, Virtual Terminal, Application Interface, the User Interface Services and the Text Editor.

**User Interface Monitor:** (UIM), part of the Form Processor that handles messaging between the NTM and the UI. It also provides authorization checks and initiates applications.

**User Interface Services:** (UIS), subset of the IISS User Interface that consists of a package of routines that aid users in controlling their environment. It includes message management, change password, and application definition services.

**User Interface/Virtual Terminal Interface:** (UI/VTI), another name for the User Interface.

**Virtual Terminal:** (VT), subset of the IISS User Interface that performs the interfacing between different terminals and the UI. This is done by defining a specific set of terminal features and protocols which must be supported by the UI software which constitutes the virtual terminal definition. Specific terminals are then mapped against the virtual terminal software by specific software modules written for each type of real terminal supported.

**Window:** dynamic area of a terminal screen on which predefined forms may be placed at runtime.

**Window Manager:** a facility which allows the following to be manipulated: size and location of windows, the device on which an application is running, the position of a form within a window. It is part of the Form Processor.
SECTION 3

REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Computer Program Definition

The Forms Driven Form Editor provides an interactive tool for constructing and viewing forms. The tool provides the capability to store and select user forms.

3.1.1 Interface Requirements

The Forms Driven Form Editor (FDFE) interfaces directly with users as a UIS application. Physical terminals are assumed to have a video display, a textual keyboard, four cursor positioning keys or key sequences, a help key or key sequence, an entry key, and four other keys to be used by the FDFE for special processing. The FDFE must interface with the AI, FLAN and the operating system.

![Interface Diagram](#)

Figure 3-1 Interface Diagram
3.1.1.1 Application Interface

The FDFE interacts with users by calling appropriate routines of the Application Interface (AI). This interface creates messages which are sent to the Form Processor which moves information describing interactive terminal input and output and provides a link to users of the FDFE through the Virtual Terminal.

3.1.1.2 Stored Forms Management Interface

The FDFE uses the Forms Language Compiler (FLAN) to convert forms language source into the Form Processor internal forms structure. The FDFE also invokes the FLAN when the form under construction is to be stored.

3.1.1.3 Operating System Interface

The FDFE stores form source language files (*fdl files on the VAX) and compiled form definitions (*fd files on the VAX). Forms language files may subsequently be compiled and displayed. The storage of the fdl files and fd files is system dependent. The VAX implementation uses the logicals IISSSLIB (for fdl files) to store/retrieve the files in/from the appropriate directory.

3.1.1.4 User Interface Displays

The layout of the screens discussed in the following section may be found in Appendix A.

The user interface provides WORK TASKS for constructing and modifying form language sources and compiled form definitions:

1) List Form Language Sources - list all form language sources

2) Copy Form Language Source - copy from a form language source to a new form language source

3) Rename Form Language Source - Rename old form language source name to a new form language source name

4) Insert, Drop, Modify, Select Form Language Source - operations on the form language source
5) List Compiled Form Definitions - list all compiled form definitions

6) Display Compiled Form Definition - display the form as a user would view the form

7) Drop Compiled Form Definition - drop the compiled form definition

The user may choose any of these menu operations by marking the appropriate selection and filling in the necessary parameters for the operation. Also available to the user is command entry capability. The user types the appropriate command (the capital letters of the menu operation indicate the command) with its needed parameters in the order specified by the menu operation. Parameters are separated by blanks.

For each selected WORK TASK, the appropriate screen is displayed to complete the task or lead the user to the next task to be completed.

For the List tasks of the WORK TASK, the next screen displayed is the list of form language sources or compiled form definitions.

For the Copy, Rename and Drop tasks, the screen displayed next is the same screen with a success/error message displayed. For the Display task, the next screen displayed is the form itself with the appropriate instructional message on how to proceed.

For the Insert, Modify and Select tasks, the next screen displayed is the EDIT TASKS screen which provides the following operations:

1) List Forms - lists all forms created in the current form language source

2) Write Forms - saves the form language source

3) Write and Compile Forms - save both forms language source and compiled form definition

4) Exit Compile forms - saves form language source and compiled form definitions for all forms created in the form language source and returns to work task screen
5) **Insert, Modify and Select Form** - operations that are performed on a form which then requires an edit mode selection

6) **Drop Form** - drop the specified form from the form language source

For the List Forms task, the next screen displayed lists all the forms created by the current form language source. For the Drop, Write Forms and Write and Compile Forms tasks, the next screen returned is the EDIT TASK Screen which contains the appropriate success/error messages.

For the Insert, Modify and Select Form tasks, the next screen displayed depends on the edit mode chosen:

1) **Single Field** - the edit operations done on the form are done on a per field basis

2) **Form** - the edit operations done on the form may be done on all the fields at once

3) **Layout** - for positioning and constructing fields of a form

Each mode contains several activities which facilitate use of that particular mode. The user is provided with visual feedback describing the mode/task combination in use at any particular time. The Work Tasks, Edit Tasks and Edit modes are described in detail in later sections.

### 3.1.1.5 Data Entry

The FDFE uses four types of data entry:

1) positional selection
2) textual selection
3) by-example
4) completion

Positional selection requires the user to position the cursor in specific locations and mark the selected activity. Textual selection provides a menu of items and requires entry of
an abbreviated code to select an item. By-example allows entry of information as it will appear in the completed form. Completion data entry requires entry of text to complete a displayed form.

On the WORK TASKS, EDIT TASKS, FIELD EDIT, FORM EDIT and the LAYOUT DESCRIPTION screens, all but the by-example method of data entry is used. The user must choose, however, on the WORK TASK and EDIT TASK screens whether to use positional selection (using the menu specified operations) or textual selection (entering the abbreviated command, the capital letters of the descriptive text of the menu specified operations) in the command entry line. The LAYOUT EDIT screen is the only screen which allows data entry by example.

3.1.1.6 Function Keys

The only defined function keys for the Forms Driven Form Editor are a function key which, when hit, takes the user back to the previous logical screen, a function key to be used in LAYOUT EDIT MODE for getting to layout description editing, two function keys for going forwards and backwards through fields on a form, and a function key used in Layout Edit mode to move fields around on a form.

If the user returns to the previous logical screen without completing entry of the data on the current screen, this data is lost. In LAYOUT EDIT MODE, the user positions the cursor at the field on the screen that is to be further created and presses the "LAYOUT DESCRIPTION" function key. The resulting screen is the LAYOUT DESCRIPTION screen which the user may then complete.

The "Enter" key always implies continuing with the next logical step in the completion of the current task. The "Help" function key is used as defined by the Form Processor. Whenever the "Help" function key is pressed with the cursor positioned at an item, the help message or help form for that item is displayed. The help forms or messages for further describing items have not been presented but follow a consistent form so that the user is given complete information about the item for which help has been requested.

3.2 Detailed Function Requirements

The general approach is to view the FDFE as a hierarchy of modules. The FDFE screens presented in Appendix A are
associated with only certain modules in the hierarchy based on the functionality being performed by the module.

3.2.1 Module Hierarchy

The following hierarchy chart shows the organization of the FDFE:

```
FDFE
  -- LISTIT  VIEW  EDTMOD  PRSCMD  UNLINK  COPY  GETFLS  RENAME

  EDTMOD
    -- LISTFM  INSRM  VIEW  EDTWHL  LAYOUT
        -- SAVFLS  DRPFRM  BNMFD  EDTFLD  PRSCMD

  EDTWHL
    -- FLMST  DRPWMHL  INSWHL  MODFRM  FLWHST
        -- VALINP  MODWHL  GWHINP  COPFRM

  EDTFLD
    -- FLMST  GNXFLD  MODFLD  GFDINP  FLSTRC
        -- VALINP  DELFLD  INSFLD  GTCFD  COPFRM
```

Figure 3-2a FDFE Hierarchy - Part 1
3.2.2 Module Descriptions

The following paragraphs describe the modules associated with each of the major sections of the FDFE.

---

MODULE DEFINITIONS
---

FLS = Forms Language Source
FDO = Forms Definition Object

3.2.2.1 FDFE

This module is the main driver. It allows the user to choose among several file management options or to proceed to the edit task level. It controls the WRKTASK screen.

Input Parameters:
None
Output Parameters:
None

3.2.2.2 PRSCMD

This module parses the command line for both the WRKTASK and EDITTASK screens to determine which other modules are to be called and what parameters are to be passed.

Input Parameters:
Pointer to command line
Array of parameter counts
Array of pointers to valid commands

---

Figure 3-2b  FDFE Hierarchy - Part 2
Output Parameters:
  Option chosen
  Pointer to parameters to be passed to the module which will execute the option.
  Number of parameters found in command line

3.2.2.3 LISTIT

This module lists all of the Forms Definition Object or Forms Language Source in the user's specified forms language source or definition object libraries.

Input Parameters:
  Pointer to "FDL" or "FD" string

Output Parameters:
  Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.4 VIEW

This module displays a form just as it would appear on the screen when used by a program.

Input Parameters:
  Pointer to name of form to view

Output Parameters:
  Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.5 FORMS LANGUAGE SOURCE ACCESS MODULES

  UNLINK:

  This module drops a particular Forms Language Source.

  Input Parameters:
    Name of Forms Language Source

  Output Parameters:
    Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

  COPY:

  This module copies a particular Forms Language Source to another Forms Language Source of specified name.

  Input Parameters:
    Name of existing "from" Forms Language Source
    Name of new or "to" Forms Language Source
Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

- **RENAME:**

This module renames a particular Forms Language Source to a specified name.

Input Parameters:
Name of existing Forms Language Source
New name of Forms Language Source

Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

- **GETFLS:**

This module retrieves a particular Forms Language Source and translates it into the internal data structure.

Input Parameters:
Name of existing Forms Language Source

Output Parameters:
Pointer to the "opened" form, the internal Forms Processor data structure

- **SAVFLS:**

This module saves a particular Forms Language Source (fd1 file) and a Forms Definition Object (fd file) after it translates the internal data structure into forms language syntax.

Input Parameters:
Name of the form to be saved under flag indicating to write or not to write out the fd file
Pointer to list of forms to be written out

Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.6 **EDTMOD**

This module is the control module for all edit tasks. It controls the EDTTASK screen.

Input Parameters:
New/old form flag
Change/retrieve only flag
Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or a NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.7 LISTFM
This module lists all forms in the Forms Language Source on which work is being done.

Input Parameters:
None
Output Parameters:
Returns any error codes or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.8 INSFRM
This module inserts a new form into the Forms Language Source on which work is being done.

Input Parameters:
name of form
Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.9 DRPFRM
This module deletes a form from the Forms Language Source on which work is being done.

Input Parameters:
Name of form
Output Parameters:
Returns any error codes or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.10 EDTWHL
This module allows the user to edit an entire form at once. It controls the presentation of the FORM EDIT screen.

Input Parameters:
Read-only flag
Name of form
Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful
3.2.2.11 **EDTFLD**

This module allows the user to edit all fields of a form one at a time. It controls the presentation of the FIELD EDIT screen. It is also called from LAYOUT.

**Input Parameters:**
- Read-only flag
- col cursor position if coming from layout mode
- row cursor position if coming from layout mode
- pointer to internal form structure
- edit mode

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.12 **LAYOUT**

This module allows the user to edit an entire form as it would appear when used (with regards to the location and size of fields) on one screen. The other needed information is filled in on the LAYOUT DESCRIPTION screen.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to internal form structure
- Read-only flag

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.13 **SCRMAN**

This module controls the first stage of layout edit mode - it manages the screen using the following three modules to translate internal structure to screen layout and vice versa.

**Input Parameters:**
- Read-only flag
- pointer to internal form structure

**Output Parameters:**
- Row position returned from GETCUR
- Col position returned from GETCUR
3.2.2.14 **CHGPOS**

This module allows the user to change the location of a field in layout mode by indicating the "from" and "to" locations on the screen.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to internal form structure

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.15 **TRNSCR**

This module translates the layout screen format to internal structure.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to internal form structure

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.16 **TRNSTR**

This module translates the internal structure to the layout screen format.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to internal form structure
- Read only flag

**Output Parameters:**
- None

3.2.2.17 **VALINP**

This module performs validation checks on fields. The objects to be validated are the values input on the FIELD EDIT and FORM EDIT screens.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to form to be validated
- Pointer to field to be validated
- Flag indicating type of validation

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns TRUE if validation okay else returns FALSE
3.2.2.18  **GETMFID**

This module retrieves fields from the internal structure.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to 1st field in internal structure
- Name of field to find

**Output Parameters:**
- Pointer to field in the internal structure or NULL if could not find field

3.2.2.19  **MODFLD**

This module modifies a field in the internal structure.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to parent of field
- Pointer to pointer of field being modified
- Pointer to screen changed information
- Pointer to screen help info
- Pointer to screen value info
- Pointer to screen item info

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.20  **DELFLD**

This module deletes a field from the internal structure.
This is the same function as that used by the Form Processor.

3.2.2.21  **INSFLD**

This module inserts a field into the internal structure.

**Input Parameters:**
- Address of pointer to field being inserted
- Address where next field pointer will be inserted
- Address where previous field pointer will be inserted
- Pointer to parent of field
- Pointer to screen field information
- Pointer to screen help info
- Pointer to screen value info
- Pointer to screen item info
- Recursion level
Output Parameters:
Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.22 COPFRM

This module copies a Forms Language Source file into an alternate internal data structure and gets the pointer to the specified form.

Input Parameters:
- Name of Forms Language Source file to copy from
- Name of form to copy

Output Parameters:
- Sets global variables:
  - copyfrs. name of Forms Language Source just copied
  - Copyfrm. name of form just copied
  - Altbuf. beginning of list containing all forms of Forms Language Source
  - Altfrm. pointer to form user wishes to copy

3.2.2.23 MODFRM

This module updates information about the form.

Input Parameters:
- Pointer to form internal structure
- Pointer to screen form information

Output Parameters:
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.24 FLFMST

This module translates an FPD field structure for a form into the screen information structure.

Input Parameters:
- Pointer to screen structure
- Pointer to fpd form field

Output Parameters:
- None

3.2.2.25 FLSTRC

This module translates the FPD field structure to screen information structure for items, windows, and forms.
Input Parameters:
    Pointer to fpd field
    Pointer to screen field structure
    Pointer to screen item help structure
    Pointer to screen item value structure
    Pointer to screen field domain check structure
Output Parameters:
    Fills appropriate screen area with field information

3.2.2.26 FLWHST

This module fills in the output screen FORM EDIT, and associates each field line on the output screen with the field's internal structure.

Input Parameters:
    Pointer to form internal structure on which editing is to occur.
Output Parameters:
    Fills output screen FORM EDIT area with form and field info and creates an external array of pointers

3.2.2.27 GWHIMP

This module gets all input for the FORM EDIT screen for the fields on the form being edited.

Input Parameters:
    Pointer to form internal structure
Output Parameters:
    PF key provided by OISCR
    Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.28 GTCPFD

This module gets the field at the located cursor position.

Input Parameters:
    Pointer to form internal structure
    Row cursor position
    Col cursor position
Output Parameters:
    Pointer to field at that location else NULL if no field found
3.2.2.29 **DRPVHL**

This module deletes all fields marked by the user on the FORM EDIT screen.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to internal form structure

**Output Parameters:**
- PF key received by OISCR

3.2.2.30 **MODWHL**

This module modifies existing fields as input by the user on the FORM EDIT screen.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to parent of field
- Pointer to field being modified
- Pointer to input screen structure
- Pointer to help line on screen
- Pointer to item value on screen
- Pointer to item only info on screen

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.2.31 **INSWHL**

This module inserts all fields that have been entered on the FORM EDIT screen.

**Input Parameters:**
- Pointer to form internal structure

**Output Parameters:**
- Returns any error code or NULL pointer if successful

3.2.3 Edit Modes

The following sections describe the modes available within the FDPE EDIT TASKS of Insert, Modify, and Select Form. Appendix A contains a layout of the associated screens that are used in each mode.

3.2.3.1 Field Edit Mode

The Field Edit Mode displays the form which describes the target form being constructed. The user enters textual information to complete information about the current form. The
Field Edit Mode allows the user to individually drop, modify, select and insert fields within the current form. It collects the textual information entered by the user for purposes of modifying and retrieving a field. In addition, the user may select a field from a form other than the current form by completing the textual information of the name of the copy form language source and the copy form within the copy form language source. The user may navigate through all fields on the current form by using the select operation and specifying the field type and the direction, next or previous.

3.2.3.2 Layout Edit Mode

Layout Edit Mode provides "by-example" capabilities for defining forms. These capabilities can be divided into two categories. One category provides the ability to visually position subforms, items, and windows, to associate prompts with fields, and to visually move fields on the form. This capability saves form design time since positional parameters and field sizes are calculated for the user by Layout Edit Mode.

The second capability provides a convenient way to complete development of a form by using the Field Edit format to describe the necessary information about the fields positionally inserted in Layout Edit Mode. The user positions the cursor on the field to be further described and uses the Layout Description key to select the next form. This form coaches the user on the necessary information to fully insert a field. This form also provides copy capability which allows the user to select a field from another form and position it in the current work form.

The user is not required to go into the Layout Description form for the positionally inserted fields since the FDDE makes default assumptions about the required information for field definition. The following defaults are assumed: the field type is an item and the display attribute is INPUT. Field names are generated based on the row and column location of the field.

3.2.3.3 Form Edit Mode

The Form Edit Mode provides the user with a quick way of entering all the fields associated with a form at one time. The user may insert, modify, select, and drop multiple fields using this one form. The initial subform placed in the variable window allows the user to insert all the necessary information for any type of field: subform, window or item. The user may then further continue definition of item fields by marking the
More Item Description operation contained within the subform. The user continues to do so until the item information is completed.

3.2.4 Errors Management

The FDFE integrates with the Form Processor to handle three types of errors:

1) input syntax
2) input content
3) disruptive

Input syntax errors and errors in content values for items are handled within the module processing the user data coming in from its associated screens. Disruptive errors such as running out of memory or program bugs in Form Processor calls, can be caused by system activities and are handled by calling the standard system message routine which displays the message to the user on the current screen.

The FDFE modules use the Form Processor to provide proper error code mapping and, where possible, use existing FP error handling.

3.3 Performance Requirements

A performance goal is to achieve a one second response time following user input. This goal has been verified in several research efforts, but such a short time can rarely be achieved in large, centralized systems under realistic loads. Multi-processing systems which use microcomputers for terminals, with significant downloading, have been able to satisfy this goal.

A backup position for system performance is to provide a predictable response time for users. Users have been found to accept delays of several seconds if they occur in a repeatable manner. Users also will tolerate longer response times in situations where they perceive that the activity is complex.

3.3.1 Program Organization

The FDFE is organized such that access to data whether it be within the CDM or from a file system is only through calling the appropriate access routine. Also, not all modules are responsible for handling processing of the screens. In
addition, a controlling model is responsible for forms handling for each level of the module hierarchy.

3.4 Human Performance

The following sections discuss several goals related to human performance considerations.

3.4.1 Minimization of Keypad Overloading

Each key should be used for only a small set of functions. Unambiguous input operations improve editor operation by reducing confusion. Positioning devices such as mice have been shown to be superior to keypads.

3.4.2 Overviewing

Complex forms may require representation on many screens. A method of presenting an abbreviated view of an entire parent form on one screen allows the user to navigate through the form by selecting subforms, windows, etc.

3.4.3 Graphical Representations and Icons

These approaches provide more information in limited screen landscapes and support a more powerful editor environment.

3.4.4 Undo Functions

Undo capability for previous actions facilitates exploration of editor functions for novices, and also allows experienced users to work at a more rapid pace. This feature was not implemented per se but mistakes may be corrected through careful use of the provided functions of the FDFE.

3.5 Data Base Requirements

3.5.1 Sources and Types of Input

The major source of input comes from processing of the user data entered on the FDFE forms. This input is error-checked and then translated into an internal structure. The internal structure is that used by the form processor. Another source of input is the form language source of the FDFE user.
3.5.2 Destinations and Types of Output

The output of the FDPE is the translation of the internal structure into the forms language source and the compiled form definition objects. This translation occurs at the point of saving the edited changes.

3.5.3 Internal Tables and Parameters

Internal tables consist of valid commands at the Work Task and Edit Task levels along with the number of required parameters for these commands.

3.6 Help Forms

Input items have an associated help message or help form which may be retrieved by using the standard Form Processor "help" key.
SECTION 4
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Introduction and Definition

"Testing" is a systematic process that may be preplanned and explicitly stated. Test techniques and procedures may be inserted in advance and a sequence of test steps may be specified. "Debugging" is the process of isolation and correction of the cause of an error.

4.2 Computer Programming Test and Evaluation

The quality assurance provisions for test consist of the normal testing techniques that are used during the construction process. They consist of design and code walk-throughs, unit testing, and integration testing. These tests are performed by the design team.

Each function is tested separately, then the entire sub-system is tested as a unit. All testing except for integration with software belonging to other companies is done at SDRC on the VAX.

The integration testing entails use of the scripting capability which executes major functions of the FDFE. The script file and its results may be used to verify the FDFE after release.
SECTION 5

PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

The implementation site for the constructed software is the ICAM Integrated Support System (IISS) Test Bed site located at General Electric, Schenectady, New York. The software associated with each FDFFE release is delivered on a medium which is compatible with the IISS Test Bed. The release is clearly identified and includes instructions on procedures to be followed for installation of the release.
APPENDIX A
FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR SCREENS
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